Abstract: The invention refers to a plant and a procedure for obtaining liquefied fuel gas that can be used to obtain thermal energy or electricity. The problem solved by the invention consists in ensuring gas supply when a source of natural gas doesn’t exist. According to the invention, the installation contains several reactors (A), each supplied with salt water from a tank (1) and provided with a horizontal chamber (a) which is connected to one pipeline with an electric valve mounted on the inside, through which water discharged from the chambers is circulated and directed through a cooler, from which, through a pipeline, it is sucked by a pump and pushed through a pipeline having an electric valve in the chamber. At the bottom, each reactor is connected to a short pipeline held in connection with a filter and further through a pipe with an electric valve mounted on the inside, connected to a collector pipeline from which water is forced by a pump into the tank. The gas produced in the chambers is sucked from the chambers through a pipeline after crossing some separation filters, by a compressor that pushes gas into a reservoir from which a part is pushed through a power generator, and another part is circulated through a pipeline with an electric valve mounted inside, up to a gas liquefaction station. The plant uses salt water from the sea which is introduced simultaneously into several chambers (a) of reactors (A).
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